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Vinyl siding took the remodeling and new home industries by 
storm when first introduced with its economical cost and low 
maintenance requirements. 

While still a favorite of many homeowners, some traditionalists 
feel vinyl doesn’t quite match up to the character and warm 
appearance that wood siding can project. However, even they 
have to admit that wood siding often needs time consuming 
and sometimes costly upkeep on a regular basis for as long as 
it’s on a home. If you like the look of wood siding but the low-
maintenance qualities of vinyl sound pretty good as well, fiber 
cement may be your ideal exterior cladding.

Fiber cement: the ideal 
exterior cladding?
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Fiber cement: all the properties you 
want in a siding

What makes fiber cement siding such a popular choice as 
an exterior veneer? Well, if it’s made from cement, you 
know it has to be durable -- after all, sidewalks and building 
foundations are made from the same material. A few of the 
other traits that may make fiber cement the ideal exterior 
veneer include the following:

•	   Appearance 
There’s nothing artificial about the look of fiber 
cement siding. Whether you choose a raised grain 
or smooth finish, even a carpenter may not know the 
material isn’t wood until getting up close.

•	   Longevity 
The material’s resistance to moisture, insect, or fire 
damage means repairs are rarely required.

•	   Cost 
While fiber cement may cost a little more than vinyl 
siding, it can be much more budget-friendly than 
veneers such as natural stone, brick, or stucco.

•	   Ease of installation 
Fiber cement goes on a home in much the same 
fashion as wood. Just about any siding contractor or 
carpenter should be able to install the material and it 
can also be a good DIY project.

Fiber cement’s growing popularity makes it easy to find. 
The material can be purchased at many home improvement 
stores and siding distributors.

A fiber cement style for every home

As good as an exterior siding might be, it may not be of 
much use if there isn’t a style to complement the exterior 
decor of your home. Fortunately, that shouldn’t be an issue 
when considering fiber cement siding. Selections can vary by 
manufacturer, but many offer styles such as these:

•	   Clapboard 
Whether you choose a flat or beaded profile, this 
horizontal style can give your home a traditional look. 
Most fiber cement manufacturers offer clapboard styles 
in various widths.

•	   Panels
This vertical style is normally offered in a smooth or 
rustic wood grain finish and may be combined with 
fiber cement trim to give your home a board and batten 
appearance.

•	   Shingles
Fiber cement shingles can be used to provide an 
exterior accent or to give your entire home a rustic 
look. Most manufacturers offer several profiles in this 
popular style.

There are numerous manufacturers that offer a full line of 
fiber cement products for your home. Perhaps the most well 
known are James Hardie, CertainTeed, and Nichiha, but other 
brands such as GAF can also provide a wide range of fiber 
cement options. 
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Flexibility in finishes

One advantage that fiber cement provides over most other types of 
exterior cladding is flexibility in finish options. Many manufacturers 
feature a wide array of factory applied colors that may never need 
paint for as long as the siding is on your home. Companies are so 
confident in the durability of their finishes that some offer a limited 
warranty against cracking, peeling, or chipping for up to 15 years. 
However, if none of the more than 20 color shades that some 
manufacturers offer seems right for your home, fiber cement siding 
can also be purchased unfinished and painted on the job-site.
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